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Platinum Grover Int. Inc.
“The Piling Connection”TM

Pipe Yard Address: 
1020 40th Avenue N.E. 
Calgary, AV, Canada  T2E 6Y1
Phone: 403-543-3760

Office Address:
750, 333 11th Avenue S.W. 
Calgary, AB, Canada  T2R 1L9
Phone: 403-221-PIPE (7473)
Fax: 403-262-3209

Toll Free: 1-844-777-PIPE (7473)
sales@platinumgrover.com

With over 25 years of service, Platinum Grover 
Int. Inc. is one of Canada’s largest stocking pipe 
and piling distributors and one of Canada’s best 
“FIRST-CALL-SOLUTIONS” for customers in 
need of pipe and piling. 

Located in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Platinum 
Grover specializes in structural pipe and piling. 
We stock a wide selection of inventory ranging 
in size from 2 3/8” to 72” O.D. and in a variety 
of wall thicknesses. In addition, we stock a large 
inventory of pipe in various specific lengths. 
With new material arriving every day our large 
inventory allows us to immediately fill orders. 

Our vast in-stock inventory, our cutting and CWB 
W47.1 certified welding facilities, as well as our 
ability to fill customer’s specific orders by rolling 
pipe with our global partners in the steel industry 
have made Platinum Grover an industry leader 
in the structural pipe and piling market. We pride 
ourselves in providing piling for some of the 
 largest projects in Canada. 

Platinum Grover supplies structural pipe and 
 piling for driven foundations, screw piles, 
 fencing, rat holes, auguring, water wells, 
road crossings and casings, mining, horizontal 
 directional drilling, tunneling and many more 
applications.
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Platinum Grover stocks and 
supplies new and used pipe 
and piling in sizes between 
2 3/8” and 72”. We stock 
pipe with wall thickness  ranging 
from .155” up to 1” in spiral, 
straight seam or seamless pipe. 
Pipe specifications include 
ASTM A252 Grade 3 and 2, API 
5L B, A53, A106 and CSA.

We can provide piling shoes, tips and caps for specific application as required. 
Our products meet the demanding requirements of the piling industry. 
We take pride in our products and show our pride through our service.

Products

Services

Platinum Grover supplies 
new and used structural pipe 
and piling to markets across 
 Canada and the United States.

Platinum Grover has  onsite 
 cutting and CWB certified 
W47.1 welding services to 
 provide pipe and piling to 
 specific lengths. Through our 
associations and  relationships 
we can expedite your 
 galvanizing requirements and manage your order-in project work 
from start to finish.

As a value added service we can arrange transportation to meet your 
delivery requirements.
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